No Obligation Required

To err is human, to forgive is against his
policy. Brew Crew, Book 2 Bailey Harris
is eager to move up at Huxworth Packard.
Her mentor advises her to network more
after hours. But that means shell have to
reveal the reason she rushes out of the
office at five oclock on the dot-and its not
for happy hour Cosmos. On the other
hand, more office time means more
opportunities to feast her eyes on the firms
executive creative director, the gorgeous,
brilliant Mason Ward. Mason sure has
noticed the sweet, sexy media girl, but with
a past that left his heart an echo chamber,
his focus is on work. The occasional itch
he scratches with meaningless, emotionless
hook-ups. Though hes determined to keep
his hands off Bailey, he cant resist when
she makes it very clear she wants his hands
on. Theyre on the same sexy page about
their relationship-Bailey doesnt have the
time, and Mason doesnt have the heart. But
when meaningless sex suddenly becomes
very meaningful, they find themselves in
dangerous emotional waters.
Warning:
This book contains a girl with a mad crush,
a mad man with a mysterious past, secrets,
lies, and shoes.
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